Postgraduate Studies @ a Glance: 2020
Postgraduate Diplomas (PGDIP)
PGDIP (Accounting) [E3AC7Q]
PGDIP (Accounting Science) [E3AS7Q]
PGDIP (Estate Planning) [E3EP6Q]
PGDIP (Financial Management) [E3FM8Q]
PGDIP (Financial Markets) [E3FM6Q]
PGDIP (Public Policy And African Studies) [E34PPQ]

Bachelor of Arts Honours (BAHONS)
BAHONS (Human Resource Management) [H1AH2Q]
BAHONS (Industrial Psychology) [H1AIPQ]
BAHONS (Public Management And Governance) [H1APGQ]
BAHONS (Tourism Development) [H1ATDQ]

Bachelor of Commerce Honours (BCOMHONS) and Bachelor Of Honours
BCOMHONS (Accounting) [H3AC7Q]
BCOMHONS (Econometrics) [H3M17Q]
BCOMHONS (Economics) [H3N14Q]
BCOMHONS (Financial Management) [H3F18Q]
BCOMHONS (Financial Planning) [H3FP7Q]
BCOMHONS (Human Resource Management) [H1CH2Q]
BCOMHONS (Industrial Psychology) [H1CIPQ]
BCOMHONS (Information Management) [H1CI2Q]
BCOMHONS (Information Technology Management) [H1CIOTQ]
BCOMHONS (Internal auditing) [H3I17Q]
BCOMHONS (Investment Management) [H3M7TQ]
BCOMHONS (Logistics Management) [H1CL2Q]
BCOMHONS (Marketing Management) [H34MMQ]
BCOMHONS (Property Valuation And Management) [H3P14Q]
BCOMHONS (Quantitative Finance) [H3Q15Q]
BCOMHONS (Strategic Management) [H1CSM2]
BCOMHONS (Taxation) [H3T17Q]
BCOMHONS (Transport Economics) [H1CT2Q]
BCOMHONS (Treasury Management) [H3TM5Q]

Master of Arts (MA)
MA (Industrial Psychology) Research [M1AIPQ]
MA (Public Management And Governance) Coursework [M1AP1Q]
MA (public management and governance) research [M7044Q]

Master of Commerce (MCOM)
MCOM (Accounting) Research [M3RA3Q]
MCOM (Auditing) Research [M3RD3Q]
MCOM (Business Management) Coursework [M1CB1Q]
MCOM (Competition and Economic Regulations) Coursework [M3CR8]
MCOM (Computer Auditing) Coursework [M3CC7Q]
MCOM (Development Economics) Coursework [M3CN3Q]
MCOM (Econometrics) Research [M3RM3Q]
MCOM (Economics) Research [M3RN3Q]
MCOM (Employment Relations) Research [M1CERQ]
MCOM (Finance) Coursework [M3CF8Q]
MCOM (Financial Economics) Coursework [M3CPEQ]
MCOM (Financial Management) Research [M3RF3Q]
MCOM (Human Resource Management) Research [M1CHM1]
MCOM (Industrial Psychology) (Professional) Coursework [M1IC0Q]
MCOM (Industrial Psychology) Research [M1CIDQ]
MCOM (Information Technology Management) Research [M1CTEQ]
MCOM (International Accounting) Coursework [M3CA7Q]
MCOM (Investment Management) Research [M3RI3Q]
MCOM (Leadership In Performance And Change) Coursework [M1CL2P]
MCOM (Local Economic Development) (Professional) Coursework [M3CL5Q]
MCOM (Logistics Management) Research [M1CLMQ]
MCOM (Marketing Management) Research [M1CMMQ]
MCOM (Quantitative Finance) Research [M3ROEQ]
MCOM (South African and International Taxation) Coursework [M3T7Q]
MCOM (South African and International Taxation) Research [M3RT3Q]
MCOM (Strategic Management) Research [M1CSMQ]
MCOM (Transport Economics) Research [M1PTEQ]

Master of Philosophy (MPHIL)
MPHIL (Business Management) Research [M1PBMQ]
MPHIL (Employment Relations) Research [M1PERQ]
MPHIL (Human Resource Development) Research [M1PHDQ]
MPHIL (Human Resource Management) Research [M1PHMQ]
MPHIL (Industrial Policy) Coursework [M3CP4Q]
MPHIL (Industrial Psychology) (Professional) Coursework [M1PIPO]
MPHIL (Information Technology Management) Research [M1PIMQ]
MPHIL (Leadership Coaching) Coursework [M1PLCQ]
MPHIL (Leadership In Emerging Economies) Coursework [M1PEEQ]
MPHIL (Logistics Management) Research [M1PLM0]
MPHIL (Personal And Professional Leadership) Coursework [M1PPP1]
MPHIL (Transport Economics) Research [M1PTEQ]

MASTERS
MASTER of Public Management and Governance [M1PMGP]
MASTER of Tourism and Hospitality Management (Research) [M14001]
Doctor of Commerce (DCOM)
DCOM (Strategic Management)  (P1CSMQ)

Doctor of Philosophy (PHD)
PhD (Accounting)  (P3PA3Q)
PhD (Accounting: with Specialisation in Accounting and Finance)  (P3PA9Q)
PhD (Auditing)  (P3PD3Q)
PhD (Business Management)  (P1DBMQ)
PhD (Econometrics)  (P3PM3Q)
PhD (Economics)  (P3PN3Q)
PhD (Economics: with Specialisation in Industrial Development)  (P3PN8Q)
PhD (Employment Relations)  (P1DERQ)
PhD (Finance)  (P3PF1Q)
PhD (Human Resource Development)  (P1DHDQ)
PhD (Human Resource Management)  (P1DHMQ)
PhD (Industrial Psychology)  (P1DIPQ)
PhD (Information Management)  (P1DIMQ)
PhD (Information Technology Management)  (P1ITMQ)
PhD (Leadership)  (P1DELQ)
PhD (Leadership In Performance And Change)  (P1DLPQ)
PhD (Logistics Management)  (P1DLMQ)
PhD (Marketing Management)  (P1DMMQ)
PhD (Public Management And Governance)  (P1DPMQ)
PhD (Taxation)  (P3PT3Q)
PhD (Tourism And Hospitality)  (P1THPQ)
PhD (Transport Economics)  (P1DTEQ)
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